The purpose of this letter is to demonstrate that the 10.7-cm flux from the sun, generally accepted as a good index of the solar extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV), does not vary the same as the EUV, especially over a solar cycle. It is widely held that the EUV from the sun, responsible for heating the atmosphere around 150 kin, arises only from active (sunspot) areas on the sun and that its variations can be satisfactorily represented by the 10.7-cm solar flux (S). This assumption is based mainly on the belief that S consists of (a) a constant (quiet sun) thermal component originating from the [1963] states that the correlation between the 10.7-cm flux and the atmospheric density changes resulting from heating, ascribed mostly to the EUV, is extraordinarily good; even minor details in the S flux curve can be recognized in the density curves, when they are derived from accurate determinations of satellite drag. Also, the atmospheric density curve shows no appreciable lag with respe, ct to the flux curve. Apparently, there is little doubt that at and near sunspot maximum S is well correlated in time with the active areas on the sun, as clearly revealed on occasion by the marked 27-day periodicity that registers the varying 10.7-cm radiation from the sunspots as they rotate with the sun. Thus, the 27-day synodic rotation gives rise to a 27-day period in the 10.7-cm flux received by the earth. Ward and Shapiro. [1962] find that at and near sunspot maximum tion of at least a factor of 4). The importance of this significant observation appears to have been largely overlooked. Therefore, the original information on which it is based will now be examined in greater detail to bring out its implications. Even before this is done, however, one thing is immediately apparent: since the 10.7-cm flux consists of two components, both of which vary significantly, and only one of which is 3231 
ington and Har.vey, 1960]. Jacchia [1963] states that the correlation between the 10.7-cm flux and the atmospheric density changes resulting from heating, ascribed mostly to the EUV, is extraordinarily good; even minor details in the S flux curve can be recognized in the density curves, when they are derived from accurate determinations of satellite drag. Also, the atmospheric density curve shows no appreciable lag with respe, ct to the flux curve. Apparently, there is little doubt that at and near sunspot maximum S is well correlated in time with the active areas on the sun, as clearly revealed on occasion by the marked 27-day periodicity that registers the varying 10.7-cm radiation from the sunspots as they rotate with the sun. Thus, the 27-day synodic rotation gives rise to a 27-day period in the 10.7-cm flux received by the earth. Ward and Shapiro. [1962] find that at and near sunspot maximum (1957- 1960) the coef•cient of correlation between S and the Greenwich sunspot area is almost unity. In view of the above evidence, it is not surprising that it has been generally assumed that there is a good correlation between the 10.7-cm flux and the EUV and that both are emitted from active areas on the sun.
However, there are some grounds for questioning the assumed close association between S and the EUV from sunspots. Bourdeau et al. [1964] find a positive correlation between the upper atmosphere temperature and the EUV measured on the orbiting solar observatory (Oso 1), indicating that the day-to-day and the 27-day periodic variation in the temperature is due principally to the EUV. Nevertheless, their comparison between the EUV and tion of at least a factor of 4). The importance of this significant observation appears to have been largely overlooked. Therefore, the original information on which it is based will now be examined in greater detail to bring out its implications. Even before this is done, however, one thing is immediately apparent: since the 10.7-cm flux consists of two components, both of which vary significantly, and only one of which is emitted from sunspot areas, $ obviously cannot adequately represent the EUV from active areas over a whole solar cycle.
The situation may be even more complex inasmuch as the EUV from the sun may also have a variable background component [Anderson, 1964] . Present evidence indicates that the EUV from the sun is enhanced in the centers of activity linked with sunspots and that these relatively bright centers are superimposed on a background EUV emission rather uniformly distributed over the entire sun. It is not likely that the variation in the amplitudes of the radio emission from sunspots and the quiet sun is directly proportional to the respective amplitudes of the EUV spectrums from disturbed areas and background that are responsible for upper atmosphere heating. Table I In conclusion, $ and the EUV should be cot- related in some degree, inasmuch as many features of the sun vary with the solar cycle• including the number of sunspots, faculae, filaments, prominences, flares, and height of the chromosphere and shape of the corona. With regard to the radio waves represented by S and optical manifesiations in the F, UV region, however, no exact causal relation between these groups of phenomena has been advanced. Although it is true. that, both radiations issue from the upper chromosphere and lower corona, our knowledge of the details of their origin is very deficient. At present, there are no theoretical grounds for an exact relation.
